CHAFYN GROVE

READING
PASSPORT

‘There is no Frigate like a book
To take us lands away…’

With this passport, you can journey to anywhere in the world, as well as through
Time and Imagination. While we have plotted routes for you, the reading material
you take on your voyage is for the most part up to you.

To travel, you simply read. Each stage represents a BOOK
To reach the next country, finish the book.

The map represents a discovery. Here you must choose a book from the
discovery list in the library.

There are three continents to explore at first:
Africa, America and Europe.
For each country you visit, record the name of the book you are reading and the
dates when you began and finished it. Be ready to talk about any books you have
journeyed through.
There are rewards for completing each route, culminating in colours for exploring
three continents.
As with travelling, however, the real reward is not reaching your destination,
but the journey which took you there.
Bon voyage.
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Routes
Morocco to Madagascar
Cape town to timbuktu
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TITLE

AUTHOR

1) morocco

2) ALGERIA

3) LIBYA

4) EYGPT

The Pyramids of Egypt are the only ancient
wonder of the world still to be seen today. The
largest is the great pyramid of Khufu in Giza,
made up of more than 2 000 000 giant blocks of
stone. It was completed around 2500 BC
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dates

TITLE & AUTHOR & DATES

5) Sudan

6) ETHIOPIA

7) KENYA

8) TANZANIA

KILIMANJARO is Africa’s tallest mountain. It is
located just where the border between Tanzania
and Kenya dinks. This gave rise to the story that
Queen Victoria wanted her German grandson to
have a mountain to rival Mt. Kenya, so she
redrew the boundary.
‘Kilima’ means mountain in Swahili, so don’t call
it Mount Kilimanjaro
9) Mozambique

10) madagascar
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TITLE

AUTHOR

dates

11) south africa

Robben Island is where Nelson Mandela spent 18 years in prison for his opposition to
South Africa’s policy of treating black and white people differently, known as apartheid.

12) namibia

13) angola

14) democratic
Republic of congo
15) congo
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TITLE

AUTHOR

dates

16) CAMEROON

17) NIGERIA

18) BENIN

19) Burkina FASO

20) MALI
Timbuktu is a real place, twinned with Hay-on-Wye in Wales. As it is on the southern
edge of the Sahara, it was inaccessible to Europe for several centuries and legends grew
up of its wealth. At its peak, it was an important overland trading hub and centre of
learning.
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ROUTES
Anchorage to panama
Venezuela to Bolivia
(via cape horn)
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The Golden Gate bridge
in San Francisco was
opened in 1937 and has been
destroyed in movies ever
since. It’s more than 2.5
kilometres long and is
painted orange.

Title
1)

anchorage, Alaska

2)

Yellowknife, Canada

3)

Vancouver, Canada

4)

seattle, USA

5)

san Francisco, usa

6)

los angeles, usa

author
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dates

Title

author

dates

7) Mexico city, mexico

8) Havana, cuba

9) Kingston, Jamaica

10) Panama, city, panama

The Panama Canal is a man-made sea-lane cut through Panama to create a short-cut
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. It is nearly 50 miles long. The tropical rainforest it
cuts through is an important factor in controlling the water filling the canal. Therefore this
huge engineering project was conducted respecting the nature of its surroundings—which
shows it can be done….
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Machu Picchu is a
15th century Inca
fortress hidden high in
the mountains near
Cusco. It was not found
by the Spanish
conquistadors and was
only ‘re-discovered’ in
1911 by the American
explorer Hiram
Bingham.

Title

author

11) Venezuela
12) Columbia
13) Ecuador
14) peru
15) chile
16) argentina
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dates

Lake Titicaca spans the
border between Peru and
Bolivia. It is the largest lake
in South America and the
highest navigable one in the
world (3812m).
The Uros people live on the
lake on floating islands made
of reeds.

The statue of Christ the Redeemer in
Rio de Janeiro is thirty metres tall and
sits atop a 700m mountain.

Title
17) uruguay

18) brazil

19) Paraguay

20) Bolivia
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author

dates

Routes
ReYkjavik to Copenhagen
gibraltar to crete
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Reykjavik is the world’s
northernmost capital. Nearby is
the Haukadalur region, famous for
its geysers. Strokkur erupts
every 5-10 minutes.

The Hermitage museum in
St. Petersburg holds the world’s
largest collection of paintings. If
you spent one minute looking at
each item in its collection, it would
take 15 years to see them all.

Title
1) Reykjavik, Iceland

2) Bergen, Norway

3) Gothenburg, Sweden

4) Helsinki, finland

5) st. Petersburg, russia
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author

dates

Hans Christian Andersen wrote
many fairy tales, including the
Emperor’s New Clothes and the
Ugly Duckling. In Copenhagen, a
statue of a little mermaid (it’s
only 4 feet tall) commemorates
another of his well known tales.
His story has a different end to
Disney’s….

Title
6) Estonia

7) latvia

8) lithuania

9) Krakow, poland

10) Copenhagen, denmark
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author

dates

Barbary apes are the only apes left
living in the wild in Europe (apart
from humans). They are actually
monkeys although they only have a
tiny tail. Unusually for their species,
males help females with the young.
Napoleon was born
on the French island
of Corsica in 1769.
There is a famous
trek called the gr20
across its mountains
which usually takes
2 weeks to do—the
record is 31 hours!

Title
11) Gibraltar

12) spain

13) mallorca

14) france

15) corsica
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author

dates

KNOSSOS is the largest city on
Crete and held to be the oldest one
in Europe. It was here that the
labyrinth of the minotaur was
built. It was also here that
Theseus rescued princess
Ariadne, before dumping her on
the way home.

Title
16) sardinia

17) sicily

18) italy

19) greece

20) crete
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author

dates

Exploration check-list
Book encountered in
Exotic creature
Deadly danger

Something funny
Something sad
Burning heat

Freezing cold
Close escape
Unexpected twist

Happy ending
Important discovery
Unusual transport

Interesting food
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NAME:

DATE OF BIRTH:

COUNTRY OF BIRTH:

Favourite books
AFRICA:

AMERICA:

EUROPE:

Favourite
Discovery:

Favourite
Characters
met:
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